A Personal Perspective of the Bridges over the Lower Water of Leith
By Alastair Robertson
Introduction
My interest in the bridges over the Water of Leith was sparked while helping my brother, Tom
Robertson, collect information on the swing bridges and draw bridges in Leith Harbour for the Water
of Leith chapter in “A Historical Journey along the Lothian Rivers” on the Dr Tom’s Books website
https://drtomsbooks.com/. I found a lot more information than was needed for the chapter so I
decided to compile a short descriptive note as an appendix. However, I have walked the lower reaches
of the Water of Leith very many times and the story slowly crept upstream to Canonmills, about 3.5km
from the Victoria Swing Bridge in Leith Docks.
This document is the result. It describes an easy walk down the Water of Leith from Canonmills to
Victoria Swing Bridge, focussing on the road and rail bridges that spanned the river in the early 20th
century. I have noted the locations and purpose of each bridge and provide very brief descriptions.
Old and new photographs of the bridges are included, together with some of remnants of the bridges
that have been demolished. There are a few digressions that reflect what took my fancy and an
occasional, opinionated comment.
For the moment, this document is available only on the Dr Tom’s Books site. A hard copy version will
be published in 2021.

The Bridges
In the early 20th century there were eighteen bridges over the Water of Leith between Canonmills and
Leith Docks. Of these, ten were road bridges, six were rail bridges and one was both road and rail.
The purpose of the eighteenth bridge is not known but I suspect it was a footbridge. All four bridges
downstream from Sandport Place were either swing bridges or drawbridges over Leith Inner Harbour.
I have included two extra bridges. Ballantyne’s Bridge, built in the 15th century, is definitely worth a
mention as it was the first stone arch bridge over the Water of Leith. It was only replaced in the late
18th century by the Upper Drawbridge because it had become a barrier to the upstream expansion of
Leith Inner Harbour. Rennie’s Swing Bridge is also included. It stands over the entrance to the old
East Dock from Leith Harbour.
The locations of all the bridges are marked on a sketch map below (Figure 1). The numbers used in
the sketch map are also used in the rest of this note.
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Figure 1: Sketch map of the locations of early 20th Century Bridges on the Water of Leith between
Canonmills and Leith Docks. The numbers used to identify the bridges correspond to the numbers
used in the text. The bridges marked in black still stand. Those marked in brown have been
demolished.
1. Canonmills Bridge
My starting point is Canonmills Bridge on Inverleith Row, maybe 20m to the northwest of the
Canonmills clock. The original bridge was built in 1767. This was a single arch stone bridge designed
by William Mylne. Incidentally, Mylne also built the original North Bridge in Edinburgh in 1769 – which
collapsed shortly before completion. (The north side consisted of earth dug from the foundations of
houses and the bank was entirely of loose earth. Mylne underestimated the depth of foundations
required. This and other design faults, led to a collapse of part of the structure on 3 August 1769,
killing five people.) Canonmills Bridge survived until it was replaced in 1840. It is clearly seen in John
Knox’s painting, “A View of Edinburgh from Canonmills” (Photo 1).
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Photo 1: The first Canonmills Bridge, detail from “A View of Edinburgh from Canonmills” by John Knox
Mylne’s bridge was replaced in 1840 by a three arch bridge which was widened in 1896 by the
Edinburgh City Engineer, David G Proudfoot (Photo 2).

Photos 2(a) and 2(b): Canonmills Bridge in July 2020: (a) upstream and (b) downstream. The
scaffolding on the left of the downstream picture is associated with the controversial development of
flats on the corner with Warriston Road.

2. Warriston Viaduct
From Canonmills Bridge, head south towards the clock and turn left along Warriston Road which runs
alongside the Water of Leith. Warriston Viaduct is about 300m down the road. The bridge now carries
one of the many walkways in north Edinburgh but was built in 1841-43 for the Edinburgh, Leith and
Granton Railway.
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There are three arches, one over Warriston Road, the other two over the Water of Leith (Photo 3).

Photos 3: Warriston Viaduct, looking west, upstream, from Warriston Road
The arches are skewed by approximately 50o and, consequently, the alignment of the stones in the
arches is far from horizontal (Photo 4). The bridge construction requires more shapes and sizes of
stones than a conventional arched bridge. This extra stonemasonry work must have substantially
increased bridge costs. However, these extra costs would have been considered against the savings
gained from the better alignment of the bridge in relation to the line of the railway.

Photo 4: The angled masonry on Warriston Viaduct which is typical of a skew bridge
The bridge originally carried the railway that ran from Canal Street Station (which was adjacent to
Waverley Station, Photo 5) through Scotland Street Tunnel to either Granton or Leith.
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Photo 5: Canal Street Station. The railway to Leith and Granton ran under Princes Street through
Scotland Street Tunnel, on the left, and was at right angles to the Waverley Station railway lines.
The Granton line connected with the ferry to Burntisland, which was one of the main routes of the
time to Fife and beyond. (Photo 6)

Photo 6a
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Photos 6(a) and (b): The Granton Train Ferry opened in February 1850 and was the world’s first train
ferry: (a) a ferry being loaded with wagons and (b) an engraving of a side view of a ferry at the
loading point.
The line from Canal Street Station to Granton was the main line from Edinburgh to Fife and beyond
between 1847 and 1868. Trains ran through Scotland Street Tunnel which sloped down steeply to the
north. They ran by gravity when heading north from Canal Street, controlled by two guards in the
break van, and this downhill journey was famous for the undue excitement caused by the inefficient
brakes of the time. The southbound trains were pulled up to Canal Street Station by cable haulage
using a stationary winding engine at Canal Street. It was an inefficient means of running a railway as
there were delays in both directions while carriages were coupled to and uncoupled from locomotives.
As a result, an alternative route (the Easter Road Deviation) was opened in 1868 and Scotland Street
tunnel was closed the following day.
The tunnel has had several uses since then including air-raid shelter, mushroom farm and a car storage
area. It still exists, although closed to the public, and the massive northern entrance still dominates
Scotland Yard playpark. A plaque with the inscription “Site of the original Edinburgh - Leith Newhaven Railway” can be seen from platform 19 in Waverley Station. Despite the closure of the
tunnel, the railway over Warriston viaduct remained open until the 1960s, linking the Heriothill goods
yard (beside the entrance to Scotland Street Tunnel) to Leith and Granton.
3. Warriston Cemetery South Entrance
It is time to get back to the bridges. Maps of Edinburgh and Ordnance Survey maps published from
the 1840s to 1947 (and maybe beyond) show a bridge over the Water of Leith about 50m downstream
from Warriston Viaduct between Warriston Road and Warriston Cemetery. There is a dearth of
information about this bridge. Two octagonal pillars marking the bridge’s entrance to the cemetery
(Photo 7) and the bridge abutment on the left bank (now part of the cemetery retaining wall and
covered in vegetation) are the last physical traces of the bridge. It is believed that there were two
similar pillars on the right bank on Warriston Road and that a metal girder bridge crossed the river.
Anecdotally, the structure fell into disrepair and it was probably demolished following flooding in the
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late 1940s. Otherwise, neither Caroline Gerard (the Chair of the Friends of Warriston Cemetery) nor
I have found more information.

Photos 7(a) and (b): The remains of the South Entrance Bridge to Warriston Cemetery: Pillars on the
north bank (a) upstream and (b) downstream
Continue about 300m along Warriston Road on the raised footpath beside the Water of Leith.
Warriston Cemetery is behind the trees on the other side of the river. Herons, mallards, moorhens,
goosanders and kingfishers are regular visitors here. Waterston’s Printworks, across the road, was
converted to flats around 15 years ago and, next door, there is another substantial new housing
development.

4. St Marks Bridge
Carrying on alongside the river, the road soon bears left, crossing the Water of Leith on St Marks
Bridge.
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An iron girder bridge was built here in 1863. Photos of the old bridge are hard to come by; the picture
below is a detail from a snapshot of children playing in the water (Photo 8).

Photo 8: Old St Marks Bridge: detail from a snapshot of children playing
The iron bridge was replaced by the current pre-stressed concrete structure in 1956 (Photo 9).

Photo 9: St Marks Bridge in 2020
Just across the bridge, turn right along the Water of Leith Walkway on the left (north) bank of the
Water of Leith. Here, it forms the southern edge of St Marks Park. One of Anthony Gormley’s “Six
Times” statues is about 130m downstream of St Marks Bridge. Each figure is a cast of the sculptor’s
naked body in cast iron. A little further on there is a modern wooden footbridge to the relatively
recent Powderhall housing development. This is the first bridge at this location and was built around
2000.
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Another, similar wooden footbridge which takes St Marks Path to Broughton Road is about 100m
further on. This replaced an older footbridge which was first recorded on large scale Ordinance Survey
maps in the 1930s (Photo 10).

Photos 10 (a) and (b): St Marks’ Park Footbridge: (a) the current bridge in August 2020 (left) and (b)
its predecessor (right)
5. Powderhall Viaduct
The Walkway continues straight across St Marks Path, bearing left at the east edge of the park and
heading downhill to a short tunnel under an old railway embankment. The railway was the Easter
Road Deviation line, the replacement for the Scotland Street Tunnel route from Waverley to Leith and
Granton, crossed the Water of Leith at Powderhall Viaduct. Although only a few metres from the
walkway here, the viaduct is well hidden by trees and bushes but can be seen after a short, but easy,
excursion off the Walkway.
The line to Leith closed first in 1968. The section from Powderhall to Granton closed in 1986 but the
railway continued to serve the Powderhall Refuse Depot (just north of the Water of Leith and now
demolished) until 2016.
Powderhall Viaduct is a plate girder bridge, approximately 20m long, resting on stone abutments on
each riverbank (Photo 11). The line dates back to 1868 and the abutments look Victorian. While the
bridge itself looks relatively old with hundreds, probably over a thousand, rivets visible, I do not know
whether it was replaced in the lifetime of the line. There are no parapets. Two relatively modern
fences run about 2m from each edge of the bridge. The single track is laid on a bridge deck but there
is no deck outside the fence and the girder structure is clearly visible. (This is the last railway bridge
downstream from the main Edinburgh Glasgow line where the track remains). A cable haulage system
was used to move the trucks at the refuse depot and it also remains in place (Photo 12).
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Photo 11: Powderhall Viaduct with Leith art

Cable Haulage
System

Photo 12: Powderhall Viaduct trackbed with cable haulage system. The open girders are visible
outside the right hand fence
A small bridge, adjacent to the railway bridge on the downstream side, was marked on late 19th
century Ordinance Survey (OS) maps. The 6 inches to the mile map of 1885 shows it linking the
grounds of Redbraes House on the south bank of the Water of Leith to a small area of ground on the
north, bounded by the Water of Leith and the railway to Leith. It had been removed by 1914. I have
not been able to spot any traces of it when walking in the area.
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6 & 7 Bonnington Spur: South and North Viaducts
Bonnington Junction (South) was about 100m north of the Powderhall Viaduct. The line to Granton
went straight on (with a rail level crossing at the intersection with the original Canal Street to Leith
line) and the right hand line headed to Leith, crossing the Water of Leith twice within 400m of
Powderhall Viaduct. This line closed to passengers in 1952 and closed altogether in the late 1968.
Both viaducts were girder bridges that crossed the Water of Leith diagonally. Central stone supporting
piers were used as support. I have found little additional information on the bridges and few
photographs. The best view I found of Bonnington South Spur Viaduct is from the late 1950s or 1960s
(Photo 13).

Photo 13: South Bonnington Spur Viaduct
An aerial photograph from the 1930s looking south east over Bonnington gives a clear but distant view
of the structures of both north and south bridges (Photo 14).
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Photo 14: Aerial view, looking south east over the Bonnington Area showing Bonnington North Spur
and South Spur Viaducts, together with the complex network of railway lines in the area. The two
spur viaducts are labelled in red font. The various railway lines are also labelled.
The Easter Road Deviation joined the older line, that originally ran beween Canal Street and Leith, just
past the north viaduct, at Bonnington East Junction, near Steadfastgate. The two Bonnington bridges,
and their central stone piers, can be seen in the aerial photograph. The Caledonian Railway’s much
newer Leith New Line is also clearly visible on the viaduct which crossed both Bonnington East Junction
and the Water of Leith.
Both Bonnington Spur Viaducts were demolished over 30 years ago. Photo 15 shows the remains of
the left bank abutment of the South viaduct which is a prominent feature of the Water of Leith
Walkway at this point. The left bank abutment of the north spur also remains but cannot be seen
from the Walkway. The right bank abutments were incorporated into the flood walls protecting
Bleachfield housing estate following flooding in 2000 (Photo 16). I can see no traces of the central
piers which are evident in Photo 14.
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Photo 15: Bonnington Spur South Viaduct left bank abutment beside the Water of Leith Walkway

Photo 16 (a) and (b): Bonnington Spur Viaduct abutments on the left bank: (a) south spur viaduct from
the Walkway (top), and (b) the north spur viaduct (bottom) from Bleachfield housing estate on the
right bank
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The Bonnington level crossing (or, more correctly, flat crossing), mentioned at the start of this section,
is worth a photograph (Photo 17) and a digression.

Photo 17: Bonnington Flat Crossing, looking west on towards Warriston
The Easter Road Deviation line to Granton crossed the older line that originally ran between Canal
Street and Leith here. Only a handful of flat crossings are now left in the UK on the main rail network.
The Newark flat crossing on the East Coast Mainline is the most significant remaining example of two
lines crossing, where, incidentally, East Coast mainline trains are allowed to cross at 100mph.
Flat crossings were, however, common in Leith Docks and other docks and marshalling yards (there
were at least 10 in Leith Docks in the 1930s and at least one, on Commercial Quay, remains and it is
readily accessible. Trains were able to cross the lines as a result of small gaps in the rail at each
crossing point (Photo 18).
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Photo 18a

Photo 18(a) and (b): Flat Crossing at Commercial Quay in Leith Docks, October 2020: (a) the layout and
(b) detail showing small gaps in rails enabling crossing.
8 Leith New Line Viaduct
The digression is over. The Water of Leith Walkway joins the Warriston Path close to Steadfastgate
and follows the track of the Canal Street to Leith railway. The Caledonian Railway’s Leith New Line
crossed over both the railway to Leith and the Water of Leith here. The line started from the existing
Caledonian Railway track to the west docks at Leith and was opened in 1902. It gave the Caledonian
Railway access from Princes Street Station to East Leith Docks at Seafield, but the route was rather
tortuous, via Newhaven, Leith Walk and Restalrig. Three stations were built but none ever opened
and freight traffic never met expectations. The line was made single track after only 15 years and the
Newhaven to Leith section eventually closed in 1966.
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The bridge over the Water of Leith and the railway was a plated girder bridge. However, the line
continued immediately to a 7 arch stone viaduct over what is now Bleachfield and straight on to yet
another bridge (that looks like a tied arch girder bridge) over the mill lade servicing Bonnnington Mills,
giving an impressive structure, see Photos 14 and 19.

Photo 19: Leith New Line Viaduct looking south east.
There is little left. The girder bridges have been removed and the stone viaduct is long gone. Only the
abutment for the girder bridge at Steadfast Gate is easily seen all year (Photo 20).

Photo 20: Leith New Line: Bridge abutment at Steadfast Gate, with appropriate local artwork, July
2020
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The two substantial stone-built piers also still exist on the north bank of the Water of Leith. Both are
well concealed by vegetation in the summer. The upstream pier is visible in winter but the
downstream pier is totally covered by ivy (Photo 21). Bleachfield, on the south bank of the river, was
developed for housing. The area beyond was initially developed for retail and industrial use but, after
more redevelopment, it too is now largely residential.

Photo 21: Leith New Line: Piers on the north bank of the Water of Leith. The upstream pier is clearly
seen in the left hand photo. The downstream pier is behind the birch tree, underneath the ivy,
November 2020.
The Water of Leith Walkway leaves the line of the railway a few hundred metres to the east of the
Leith New Line Bridge, at Newhaven Road. Climb up the steps (which were originally the access to the
platforms at Bonnington Road Station) to Newhaven Road and turn right. You soon arrive at
Bonnington Bridge.

9 Bonnington Bridge
Bonnington Bridge carries Newhaven Road across the Water of Leith. The current bridge is a single
span stone arch bridge which was opened in 1903. The City Engineer in charge was David G Proudfoot.
The parapet over the Water of Leith is in the classical style, with a very elegant baluster either side of
a central date stone. The date stones “are, however, no ordinary date stones, as they rise like
miniature temples from the pavements, corbelled out over the river, and topped with pediments”
according to the Sabre Website’s description (Photos 22 and 23).
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Photo 22: Bonnington Bridge in the 1950s from the NE. The solid parapets to the south of the bridge
are clearly visible as is the Leith New Line Viaduct. The viaduct and all the buildings in view beyond
Bonnington Bridge are now demolished and that area (Bleachfield) was redeveloped for housing some
years ago. The ground on the left foreground of the picture is presently being redeveloped as housing.

Photo 23: Bonnington Bridge in 2020: the view from upstream on the right bank in Bleachfield
A solid parapet continues for some distance to the south of the main bridge to a much smaller, now
almost hidden, second span over a disused mill lade. The arch is largely buried but the top remains
just above ground level. It can be seen about 25m south of Bonnington Bridge’s main span on the
upstream side. It forms part of the boundary of a communal green in Bleachfield and is, therefore,
18

not really accessible. The visible part of the arch ring is no more than 50cm high and about 3m across
(Photo 24).

Photo 24: The almost buried arch ring over the now disused mill lade seen from Bleachfield
There has been a bridge over the Water of Leith at Bonnington since the 18th century – one is marked
in Elphinstone’s 1744 map of the Lothians. I have found little information about the earlier bridge or
bridges at Bonnington. I have, however, found one photo of an older bridge, taken by John McKean in
1895 (Photo 25).

Photo 25: Looking south over Old Bonnington Bridge. The three storey tenement and the pub on the
left still exist although the pub is now a burnt out shell.
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10 Bonnington Goods
The next section of the Water of Leith Walkway opened in 2002. It starts on Newhaven Road, on the
north bank of the river beside the burnt out pub, not an auspicious start. The first 100m or so is an
entirely new structure consisting of a raised walkway and new footbridge over the Water of Leith. The
riverbanks are quite heavily wooded. There are several new, large housing developments at various
stages of completion behind the trees on the right bank on ground bounded by Bonnington Road,
Newhaven Road, Anderson Place and the Water of Leith. Commercial premises still predominate on
the left bank, but some of these have now been cleared for housing.
Bonnington Goods railway bridge crossed the Water of Leith about 300m from Newhaven Road,
between a second modern foot bridge over the river in this section of the Walkway and another
Anthony Gormley ”Six Times” sculpture. Incidentally, kingfishers were nesting near here in 2020.
I have found very little information about the bridge itself. It carried a single track siding from the
line to Leith Citadel and looked like a run of the mill plate girder bridge resting on masonry abutments
on the river banks (Photo 26). There was a level crossing on West Bowling Green Street before the
line reached the Water of Leith. The siding had more than ten branches on the south side of the river,
serving many businesses and forming a complex goods yard (Photo 27). It is a good example of just
how dependent industry was on rail for the transport of goods and materials in the late 19th and early
20th centuries. The sidings closed around 1960 and were redeveloped, largely as light industrial units
and commercial premises. The area is being cleared again, ready for yet another housing
development.

Photo 26: Bonnington Goods Bridge
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Photo 27: Aerial Photo of Bonnington Goods in 1929 looking north west showing the bridge and some
of the many sidings on the south side of the river.
The bridge abutments remain visible (Photo 28) and the last visible trace of the sidings is a short
section of railway track crossing Anderson Place beside the “Bond”.

Photo 28: Overgrown and with local artwork, (a) the left and (b) right abutments of Bonnington Goods
Bridge in July 2020
I am clearly not the only person whose interest has been aroused by the complexity of the Bonnington
Goods Yard. The 2009 National Model Railway Exhibition at Warley marked the debut of the Liverpool
Model Railway Society’s (LMRS) Bonnington Goods Layout (Photo 29).
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Photo 29: Parts of the LMRS model layout of Bonnington Goods Yard

11. Anderson Place
The road bridge over the Water of Leith at Anderson Place is a further 100 m downstream, adjacent
to the Bond, a relatively recent housing development of a former sugar refinery. The first road bridge
was not built here until the turn of the 19th and 20th centuries. The present bridge is a relatively
modern concrete and steel structure (Photo 30).

Photo 30: Anderson Place Bridge on a wet July day, 2020
I found little information on this bridge. The only time it has hit the news in recent years was when
the underside was being repaired in February 2020. The work was being undertaken from a large
rubber pontoon which broke away from its moorings during Storm Ciara. Most of the pontoon stuck
at a bend in the river a few hundred metres downstream, close to the site of the “Mystery Bridge”
(Bridge 13 in Figure 1) and about 200m short of Junction Bridge (Photo 31) although some small parts
broke off and reached Leith Docks. Fortunately, the pontoon did not block the river sufficiently to
cause flooding.
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Photo 31: This pontoon was being used as a working platform when it broke away from Anderson
Place Bridge during Storm Ciara in February 2020 (Edinburgh Evening News). Junction Bridge is just in
sight in the background.
12. West Bowling Green Street Bridge
A new stretch of the walkway has recently opened, starting on the east side of Anderson Place. It
follows the left bank of the Water of Leith for almost 300m around yet another new housing
development on former industrial land. West Bowling Green Street Bridge is about two thirds of the
way along this stretch. It was built by the Magistrates and Council of Leith and opened in in 1886. It
is now only used by pedestrians and cyclists having been closed to traffic when The Quilts housing
development was built in 1981.
This Bridge is a Category B Listed Building. It has a single span over the Water of Leith carrying a
cobbled road constructed with bull-faced red sandstone. According to its listing, it has distinctive castiron railings and decorative lamp standards (Photo 32).
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Photo 32: West Bowling Green Street Bridge from upstream
Sadly, the picture from downstream is disturbing (Photo 33). There are many buddleia bushes, some
quite large, growing out of the masonry. Inevitably, the stone structure will eventually be damaged
unless action is taken.

Photo 33: Buddleia bushes growing in the masonry of West Bowling Green Street Bridge
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Cross the road and continue on the Walkway. The old high tide mark is just downstream of West
Bowling Green Street Bridge. The water level from here down is now held as if at high tide by the
Leith Docks Entrance Lock, which opened in 1969 and made Leith the largest deep water port in
Scotland. The character of the river therefore changes, widening out with little apparent flow, except
when in spate.

13. A Mystery Bridge
The path bears right and rejoins the old railway line to Leith Citadel station. The upper reach of Leith
Harbour was somewhere in this area. Junction Steam Mills, grain mills owned by SCWS, were on the
left bank of the bend where the Water of Leith turns sharply to flow NE and Leith Sawmill was on the
right bank (it is likely that at least some of its timber supply came upstream by river). There was some
sort of a bridge over the river at this point. I can find no reference to it on the web nor on any map.
There also seems little point in bridging the Water of Leith between an SCWS grain mill and a privately
owned saw mill. It did, however, exist and is clearly visible in an old, undated photo taken from
Junction Bridge (Photo 34).

Photo 34: The Mystery Bridge. The bridge is in the distance towards the left of the photo. Behind it
are the Junction Steam Mills. Junction Bridge Station and the old Edinburgh Leith and Granton Railway
is in the foreground. Largo Place is on the right. (The photo was taken looking west from Junction
Bridge)
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The photograph was taken before 1941 when the flats in Largo Place were bombed, causing the block
farthest from the camera to be demolished (Photo 35).

Photo 35: Largo Place after the bombing in 1941. The corner block was later demolished. The open
space left of the flats is Keddie Gardens which still exists as Keddie Park. (Photo was taken from an
elevated position on the right bank of the Water of Leith, looking northwest.)
Another photo taken during repairs, just after the bombing in 1941, clearly shows that boats were still
using this section of the Water of Leith during the Second World War (Photo 36).

Photo 36: Boats moored on the south bank of the Water of Leith, upstream of Junction Bridge.
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There was a boatyard on the right bank, just before we reach Junction Bridge. This was later owned
by Geo Brown Engineers (still trading in Leith) who, I believe, specialised in wooden boats, including
lifeboats. I understand business declined with the increasing use of metal and other materials but the
yard remained open until the 1950s, latterly mainly for boat repairs. An old slipway is still visible on
the right bank, maybe 100m upstream of Junction Bridge (Photo 37).

Photo 37 (a) and (b): (a) the boatyard upstream of Junction Bridge (top), and, (b) the slipway in 2020
(bottom)
14. Junction Bridge
By now Junction Bridge is in view. It is in fact a pair of adjacent bridges. One carries Great Junction
Street over the Water of Leith and the other carries it over the former railway on the north bank of
the river. The many alterations over the years have given these bridges a number of unusual and
interesting features which are outlined below.
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The bridge over the river is a roughly semi-circular stone arch. It was built in 1818 and hugely widened
in 1909 with cantilevers, at least 3m long, on each side (Photo 38), remarkably, approximately
doubling the width of the original bridge.

Photo 38 (a) and (b): Junction Bridge over the Water of Leith: (a) before full widening in 1909 – note
the large vessel docked within a short distance of the bridge (top) and (b) in July 2020 showing the
large concrete cantilevers. These are present on both sides and have added at least 6m to the bridge
width (bottom)
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The railway bridge is newer, the line opening in 1846. It was originally a stone arch bridge but, to
widen the road, an adjacent plate girder bridge was added in 1909 on the west side and a concrete
bridge was later added on the downstream side (Photos 39, 40 and 41).

Photo 39: Junction Street Railway Bridge: In 1909 looking east, showing the station and Couper St
Tunnel – the railway line to the right beyond the bridge is a siding to a coal yard in Coburg St
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Photo 40: Junction Street Railway Bridge from the west showing the girder bridge added to widen
Great Junction Street

Photo 41: The Junction Street Railway Bridge from the east showing the recently repaired concrete
bridge on the downstream side
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It is worth a word about the railway line as well as the bridge over it. This line to Leith has featured
quite heavily in these notes. Junction Bridge is only about 300m from its passenger terminus at Leith
Citadel.
Junction Bridge Station was immediately west of Junction Bridge. It was an unusual station for a
double track line with only a single platform (located between the railway and the Water of Leith)
(clearly shown in Photo 34) but trains travelling in both directions did stop there.
East of the bridge, the line curved left, away from the Water of Leith and through Couper Street Tunnel
which went under the gently sloping ground between Junction Bridge and Commercial St, before
emerging at Leith Citadel Station. (Incidentally, I spoke to a local retired railwayman about the line
into Leith Docks and he told me that, in the 1950s, the signalling in the tunnel had to be supplemented
by loud gongs as the then standard semaphore railway signals could not be seen because of all the
smoke). This station closed in 1947 but the line was used as western access to the extensive rail
network in Leith Docks until closing altogether in 1968. That is pretty much it about passenger rail
travel on this journey down the Water of Leith.
Remarkable engineering and effort was required to construct just 3.5km of railway between Canal
Street and Leith Citadel Station/Leith Docks. It (and its sister line from Canal Street to Granton) ran
through three tunnels and over a fine skew bridge over the Water of Leith. The construction cost per
km must have been enormous.
The Walkway heads under Junction Bridge and follows the river bank. This area was in Leith Inner
Harbour and was dredged into the 20th century (Photo 42).

Photo 42: Dredging the inner harbour, not far downstream from Junction Bridge. The separate river
section of Junction Bridge and railway section of the bridge is visible on the right. The coal yard, served
by the siding shown in Photo 33, is behind the dredger and the spire in the distance is North Leith
Church.
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15. Ballantyne’s Bridge
The site of Ballantyne’s Bridge is a little further on, close to St Ninian’s manse and church and just
before the harbour widens further. This three arch masonry bridge was built in 1486 by Abbot
Ballantyne of the Abbey of Holyrood (Photo 43). It survived for three centuries but, by the late 18th
century, it was seen as a barrier to the upstream development of Leith Harbour. It was therefore
demolished in 1789, following the completion of the Upper Drawbridge, a little downstream.
Ballantyne’s Bridge was important as one of the earliest stone bridges built in Scotland and the first
over the Water of Leith.

Photo 43: Robert Ballantyne’s Bridge in 1729
16. The Upper Drawbridge
This drawbridge has had a number of names including Upper Drawbridge, Tolbooth Bridge and
Sandport Place Bridge. I am using “Upper Drawbridge” here.
It was built in 1788-9 with later additions and alterations. It now comprises 3 segmental arches with
semi-circular cutwaters and piers. It has solid coped parapets extending beyond the arch on a concrete
lintel. The central drawbridge was replaced in the 1950s or 60s by a modern central arch with concrete
ribs and stone facing but the original two outer arches were retained (Photo 44).
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Photo 44(a) and (b): The Upper Drawbridge: (a) from downstream on the right bank in 1952 when the
drawbridge was still in place and (b) the fixed three arch bridge in 2020 also from downstream, but
from the left bank
The central drawbridge appears to have been hand cranked with counterweights in the massive
central piers and lifting from either side independently to allow boats through. The drawbridge itself
looked a fairly flimsy affair, two iron framed cantilevers decked with wood but it lasted over 160 years
(Photo 45).
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Photo 45 (a) and (b): The Upper Drawbridge in 1910: (a) the opening mechanism on the bridge deck
and (b) the view from upstream on the right bank
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The drawbridge remained in use well into the 20th century (Photo 46).

Photo 46(a) and (b): The Braeside sailing upstream through the Upper Drawbridge between 1909 and
1915: (a) looking downstream as she came through the drawbridge and (b) looking upstream, I don’t
think that the tugboat looks up to the job
I was surprised that boats as big as the Braeside were still sailing upstream of the Upper Drawbridge
into the 20th century, given how much Leith Docks had expanded by then. (The Braeside had an
unusual history. It was built by John Crown and Sons in Monkwearmouth in 1909, weighed 407 tons
and was 141ft long by 23ft. It was sold six years later, renamed Falmouth Castle and was beached as
the Falmouth Castle at Porthcurno in Cornwall in 1919. But that was not the end. The Falmouth Castle
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was sold in 1927 to an Algerian company and it appears to have operated out of Algeria until the
Second World War, first as the Cartenee and, from 1928, when it changed hands again, as the Ville De
Tenes. 1939 and 1940 were spent in the French Navy as an auxiliary minesweeper. The end of its
story came in 1951 when it was wrecked in the Gulf of Orosei in Sardinia.)
The Walkway continues directly across Sandport Place. Most of the old buildings on the left bank of
the Inner Harbour have been either demolished or converted to flats (Photo 47). The other side of
the river, The Shore, has somehow maintained more of its character despite much rebuilding and
repurposing of the buildings (Photo 48).

Photo 47: Leith’s left bank on a dull summer’s day in 2020: from the left: modern flats at Sandport
Way, the site of an old dry dock (filled in in the 1960s) and the Cooperage (an 18th warehouse
converted to flats in 1985)

Photo 48: The Shore on a rare sunny evening in July 2020
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17. Bernard Street Bridge
Bernard Street Bridge (also known as the Lower Drawbridge until the construction of another
drawbridge 50m downstream) is 200m downstream from the Upper Drawbridge. It connects
Commercial Street to Bernard Street on what now is a busy through road, with much heavy traffic
despite the narrowness of the west end of Bernard Street. The first bridge here was a drawbridge
which was opened in 1801 (Photos 49, 50 and 51).

Photo 49: Bernard Street Drawbridge in 1829 with the Leith Customs House behind

Photo 50: Bernard Street Drawbridge in around 1870, the road over the arches had been widened and
it had metal plate parapets but the bridge piers look to be original (the Edinburgh Sail Company Store
and Leith Customs House are across the river)
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Photo 51: Bernard St Bridge in 1897, looking upstream shortly before its replacement by a swing bridge
Bernard Street Bridge was converted to a swing bridge between 1897 and 1906, possibly to take the
extra weight of the trams (Photos 52, 53 and 54).

Photo 52: The Bernard Street Swing Bridge looking downstream, the west (left) end of the bridge was
a stone arch with the swing bridge spanning the east side of the river. The cable gantries for the trams
are very clear. The end gantries on the swing bridge are very close to fixed gantries.
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Photo 53: Bernard Street Bridge deck with tram lines also showing the cable connectors, swing bridge
cable gantries and the fixed gantries

Photo 54: Bernard Street Swing Bridge in 1922, the track for the swing bridge is to the right of the
road, on the east side of the harbour.
Photo 52 shows that the westernmost part of the bridge at Commercial St was a stone arch and it
looks like the original stone arch from the drawbridge 1801. This suggests that the west arch was
retained but the arch at the Bernard St end and the drawbridge were demolished to build the swing
bridge.
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Each photo shows the gantries built on the bridge to support the tram overhead lines. For the bridge
to swing, the lines over the bridge must have disconnected from the main system. The middle photo
shows connectors between the bridge cables and the main electrical system which had separate
gantries very close to the swing bridge.
The swing bridge was removed in the 1960s, a few years after Edinburgh’s tram system was scrapped
(for the first time) and Bernard Street Bridge is now a fixed, three arch concrete bridge with a
cantilevered deck (Photo 55). However, if you look carefully under the westernmost arch, you will see
a much older stone arch (Photo 56). Is it the original 1801 arch?

Photo 55: Bernard Street Bridge in July 2020, the Leith Docks Entrance Lock keeps the water level
permanently close to the high water mark making the arches look shallow.

Modern Concrete arch

19th Century Stone Arch

Photo 56: Bernard Street Bridge: the west arch showing the old stone arch
Interestingly, although the water level is at the old high water mark, the water in the basin between
Sandport Place and the Bernard Street Bridge is no longer deep. Over the 50 years since the Leith
Docks lock gates were installed, the river has silted up and the water depth is in the order of a metre
in the basin that once constituted the Inner Harbour.
18. Lower Drawbridge
A third drawbridge was built around 1860 about 60m downstream from Bernard Street Bridge, roughly
where the Ocean Mist is moored and close to the site where George IV landed in Leith in 1822, “the
King’s Landing”. This connected the NBR railway lines in east harbour, on the Shore, to the west
harbour, on a line running past the back of the Customs House to the Old East Dock. The bridge had
two stone piers and three parts. Girder bridges ran between both banks to the piers with the
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drawbridge operating between the two piers (Photo 57). The construction looked fairly lightweight,
with a wooden deck. On the east bank, the track turned sharply left to get on to the Shore from the
eastern harbour and then sharply right from the Shore to reach the drawbridge (Figure 2). I suspect
that it could only be used with relatively light weight engines and loads.

Photos 57(a) and (b): (a) Lower Drawbridge, raised (top) and (b) in place (bottom)
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Figure 2: OS 25inch to mile map of 1896 showing the locations of the Lower Drawbridge and the
railway lines with the tight bends that lead to it. Rennie’s Lock and Bridge are also labelled.
The track appears to have been lifted sometime after the 1874 opening of the Victoria Swing Bridge,
a little downstream, and it was used as a road bridge and/or footbridge Photo 58.

Photo 58: The wooden deck after the rail track had been removed (bottom)
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The Lower Drawbridge was demolished in 1910. Railway tracks on the Shore and beside the Customs
House on the other side of the river are reminders of its existence and the the left bank abutment,
now part of the harbour wall, can still be seen close to the Customs House (Photo 59).

Newer wall with
recent mortar below

Support
Groove

The
Abutment
Photo 59: Left bank abutment of the Lower Drawbridge. The wall at the top middle is relatively recent,
the groove may have accommodated girder bridge supports.
The right bank abutment may also still exist beside where the Ocean Mist is moored but I was unable
to see because the Ocean Mist is currently undergoing renovation.
Both the Lower Drawbridge and the Bernard Street Drawbridge featured in a late 19th century postcard
“The Drawbridges, Shore, Leith” (Photo 60).

Photo 60: A late 19th Century Postcard of the Lower Drawbridge with Bernard St drawbridge behind.
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19. Victoria Swing Bridge
The Victoria Swing Bridge is a couple of hundred metres along the Shore, past Leith Tower, the Gates
of Leith, a bust of Governor John Hunter, an unusual statue of Sandy Robertson sitting on a bench, the
Sailors’ Home (now the Malmaison Hotel), the Merchant Seamen’s Memorial Tower and the Christian
Salvesen Harpoon.
The Victoria Swing Bridge is, according to British Listed Buildings, an “important and rare example of
a 19th century counterweighted swing bridge” and a Category A Listed Building. With a 120ft clear
span, an overall length of 212ft and a roadway width of 24ft, it was the biggest swing bridge in Britain
when it was opened in 1874 (Photos 61 and 62). It connected Victoria Dock on the west side with the
Albert and Edinburgh Docks on the east side of the docks by road and rail. It was hydraulically
operated; the power station building still exists (a small red sandstone building just across Ocean
Drive). The Bridge structure is a large truss, with an asymmetric arch profile which defines the
cantilever span. The bridge pivoted on the east bank of the river, opening northwards with
counterweights in the shorter tail end to balance the structure.
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Photo 61 (a) and (b): 19th Century Engravings of Victoria Swing Bridge: (a) Looking North from Rennie’s
Isle (top) and (b) looking west showing railway lines and the walkways on both sides of the bridge
(bottom)

Photo 62: Victoria Swing Bridge open
The rails on Victoria Swing Bridge were removed in the late 20th century and it was used solely as a
road until the opening of Victoria Bridge which carries Ocean Drive and provides access from the east
to the Scottish Government Offices and Ocean Terminal. Sadly, the new road prevents the swing
bridge from opening.
Although refurbished in 2000, Victoria Swing Bridge looks in poor condition (Photo 63). The main
carriageway is closed and the north side foot bridge is closed. The bridge was put on the Buildings at
Risk Register for Scotland on 6 March 2020. The Register states “External inspection finds the swing
bridge fenced off, inaccessible and in overall Poor condition. Although the metal structure looks to be
in reasonable condition the timber roadway is in a state of deterioration with gaps, patches and plant
growth. The longer it remains unused the worse it will become. Move to At Risk.”
It is disappointing that a Category A listed building can be allowed to deteriorate to this extent within
sight of the main Scottish Government offices.
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Photo 63: Victoria Swing Bridge in August 2020, with a deteriorating wooden deck, now closed
20. Rennie’s Swing Bridge
While Rennie’s Swing Bridge does not span the Water of Leith it needs to be mentioned here as an
important example of an early cast iron swing bridge. It is a Category A Listed Building on the left bank
of the Water of Leith, about 150m upstream of Victoria Swing Bridge. It was designed by John Rennie
the Older and spans Rennie’s Lock into East Old Dock and West Old Dock (see Figure 2, page 40 for a
map). The docks have been filled in for over 40 years but Rennie’s Lock remains.
Historic Environment Scotland Statement of Special Interest is below:
“The swing bridge spanning the entrance cut to John Rennie's (no longer extant) old East and
West Dock at Dock Place is an exceptionally rare and early survival of a two-leaf swing bridge
in Scotland. The swing bridge is of the John Rennie/Ralph Walker design of circa 1803 and is
among the earliest surviving examples of a cast-iron swing bridge in the UK by one of Britain
foremost engineers of the 19th century.
The former East and West Dock entrance (circa 1801-6) is one of the only remaining visible
features of the earliest dock developments at Leith, at that time the most advanced port in
Scotland, built by John Rennie at the advent of the modern industrial period. The survival of
the swing bridge and associated lock gates and associated equipment are indicative of the
former use of the old East and West Dock entrance and provide a significant focal point for
neighbouring dockland redevelopment within the 19th century maritime context of the Port
of Leith.
There were no cast iron swing bridges in the UK prior to 1800. Rennie installed the first cast
iron swing bridges at his West India Docks, Wapping, London in 1804. Rennie's notebooks of
the period feature plan and elevation drawings of a cast iron swing bridge broadly identical to
the bridge at Dock Place, Leith. A swing bridge with turning platforms is shown at the old East
and West Dock entrance on Charles Thomson's 1822 plan of the 'Town of Leith and its
Environs'. The present bridge may have replaced an earlier timber bridge when improvements
were made to the East and west Docks by John Rennie between 1810 and 1817.
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When opening, the lower hinged part of each half of the arch disengaged by means of gearing
devised by Rennie. Each half would have pivoted away from the other in an anti-clockwise
direction, sliding along metal cart-wheel channels set into the circular turning platforms. The
bridge was operated manually by hand winches and capstans to either side. The capstans and
manual winch were possibly modified circa 1846 as a replacement for the more open winch
arrangement seen in the 1800-1806 Rennie/ Walker drawings. The lock gates, fixed in the
open position flush to the quayside walls, form a part of the listing for their associated
infrastructural interest with the swing bridge.”
This bridge is also in poor condition and closed at time of writing. It also is on the Buildings at Risk
Register. Its condition is described as “poor” and a March 2020 report states “External inspection
finds the bridge in overall Poor condition. It is fenced off and inaccessible. Although the metal
structure looks to be in reasonable condition, the timber elements are in a state of deterioration with
gaps, patches and plant growth. The longer it remains unused the worse it will become. Move to At
Risk.” It is difficult to disagree with this assessment (Photo 64).

Photos 64 (a) and (b): Rennie’s Swing Bridge in August 2020: (a) Looking from the west (top) and (b)
the disgraceful state of the bridge deck (bottom).
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The four lock gates are also included in the Category A listing. Their condition is, remarkably, much
worse than that of the bridge. The iron has rusted through in many places and most of the timber
has rotted away as illustrated in Photo 65.

Photos 65 (a) and (b): Rennies Lock gates in August 2020: (a) north gate west end and (b) south gate
east end – Rennie’s Lock runs approximately east west.
The Edinburgh Evening News has tried to exert pressure with newspaper articles and the Friends of
the Water of Leith Basin have also been trying to get action. But nothing happens. All within sight of
the Scottish Government Offices…
The swing bridges in Leith Basin have real historical importance. Much could be made of them as part
of an industrial heritage trail. It is no doubt impossible to restore them to working order but the
bridges and lock gates could be cosmetically and structurally restored. Information boards could
outline their history and explain how they worked and what they did. All we have, unfortunately, is
neglect and decay, sadly not an uncommon combination in Leith.
The Training Ship Dolphin, which was berthed near Rennies Lock (Photo 66), is an inauspicious
precedent for conservation and restoration in the Port of Leith. The Dolphin, a three masted barque
fitted with a steam engine, was launched in 1882 in Middlesbrough and was briefly attached to the
Mediterranean Squadron before becoming a sea-going training ship in 1886. She was finally berthed
in the West Old Dock in Leith in 1928 and became a merchant Navy Training Ship in 1944. In 1977 the
West Old Dock was due to be filled in and, despite attempts to save her, the Dolphin was towed to
Boness, beached and burned, just to recover the scrap copper on the hull. Is this a portent for the
future of Rennie’s Lock and the Victoria Swing Bridge?
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Photo 66: HMS Dolphin: left, at sea and, right, in Leith West Old Dock
Concluding Remarks
The Water of Leith is a small river which has had a massive impact on the industry and commerce in
Edinburgh and Leith. Industry clustered along its banks from Balerno to Leith to utilise its water power
and for many centuries, its mouth was the basis of Leith harbour, a major Scottish port.
In the early 20th century, eighteen bridges spanned the Water of Leith downstream from Canonmills.
There were girder bridges, stone arch bridges, a skew bridge, swing bridges and drawbridges. The
bridges were built to allow the easy movement of people, materials and goods, by road, by rail and in
Leith Harbour. Some bridges are, or were, fine examples of their type. Some like the girder bridges
were efficient and functional. The existence in the early 20th century of five movable bridges (three
swing bridges and two drawbridges) within about 450m in Leith Harbour is certainly notable.
Edinburgh and Leith have changed hugely over the last 100 years and this change is reflected in the
bridges over the Water of Leith.
A hundred years ago there was an extensive railway network in north Edinburgh and Leith but only
the rail line into Leith Docks from the east remains. All the lines on the seven railway bridges over the
Water of Leith downstream from Canonmills have been closed. Four of the bridges have been
demolished and only traces remain. Of the remaining three, Warriston Viaduct has carried a walkway
for many years and the old railway bridge at Powderhall will soon be converted to a footpath and cycle
way. The road bridges have been widened, strengthened and replaced to reflect the needs of the
city. We are maybe going full circle as the carriageways on both Bernard Street Bridge and Junction
Bridge have been narrowed again by the City of Edinburgh Council as part of their plan to reduce car
use and “green” the City.
The lock gates that turned Leith Docks into Scotland’s largest deep water port, together earlier land
reclamation, have added about 1.5km to the length of the Water of Leith. What was the Inner Harbour
a peaceful and picturesque stretch of open water, enjoyed by local residents and visitors alike. The
growing docks downstream made the swing bridges and drawbridges redundant. Four of these
remain. Old arches of the Upper Drawbridge and Bernard Street Bridge are incorporated into fixed
and heavily-used road bridges. Victoria Swing Bridge and Rennie’s Swing Bridge have, sadly, fallen
into disrepair and are in need of proper maintenance, even restoration. It would be criminal to lose
such significant examples of Leith’s engineering and industrial heritage.
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The Water of Leith Walkway is an excellent and widely used asset. First and foremost, it is pleasant
and peaceful place to walk and enjoy in the middle of a large city. But the bridges and their remains
provide enough markers to give us a glimpse of our industrial heritage and times that have gone.
Some Sources
The modern photos are largely my own. However, I have relied on a range of on-line sources for
historical information. The wonderful Spirit of Leithers Facebook Page was fascinating and a great
help with photos. Other sites that helped with photos and information include the NLS Maps site,
Canmore, British Listed Buildings, Historic Environment Scotland, the Sabre Website, Pintrest,
EdinPhoto, Railscot and the Leith Local History Society Website.
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